Application

Tips and tricks for the application

___________________

1. First impression counts - we are pleased about ...
•
•
•

a well-organized application portfolio
an attractive design
a consistent layout

2. The cover letter

Sender

Date
Subject line
Salutation (personal)
Introduction
(Motivation)

Main part
(Your profile and knowledge)

Conclusion
(Presentation and dates)

Greeting and signature

List of Annexes
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The cover letter should be written in a single font, with consistent type indents, lines and
spacing. In addition, the cover letter should not be longer than one page.
DIN 5008 is a general standard for business letters and serves as a guide.
It does not refer to the content of the cover letter, but only to the structure and design.
3. The cover page (optional)
For a quick overview. The main elements of a cover page are the heading, contact details,
photo, position applied for and the content of the application.
4. The application photo
Not a must - but gladly welcomed! This way we can literally get a picture of you.
Please remember: first impressions count! Accordingly, a decent, professional photo is
obviously an advantage - and it should be up-to-date!
5. The curriculum vitae
We need the following information:
• Personal data (name, date and place of birth, address, family status and nationality)
• School education
• Work experience
• Special qualifications (further education, knowledge, skills, languages, etc.)
• Interests (memberships, social services, hobbies, etc.)
All information should be accurate in terms of time and without gaps.
In addition, the CV must include the place, date and signature.

6. Enclosures
The following attachments should be enclosed with the application:
• Certificates of vocational training, university degree
• Employment references
• The last two school-leaving certificates
• Internship certificates

7. Avoid typical mistakes in your application
Mistakes in an application can quickly lead it to land directly in the wastepaper basket. After
all, our recruiters want to see how conscientious and solid you are. Errors in content and
form are easily overlooked by the writer, so the application should be proofread by a neutral,
objective person.
The most common mistakes in an application are:
•
•
•
•
•

Spelling mistakes
Grammatical errors
Clearly recognizable sample cover letter
Missing or incomplete information
Wrong or missing contact person
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